
2017 Honor roll
Our Mission: The McKenzie River Trust helps people protect 
and care for the lands and rivers they cherish in western Oregon.
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Because of you, 2017 was a remarkable year 
for conservation in western Oregon. Thanks to your support:
We partnered with Cerro Gordo Land Conservancy to 
permanently protect 500 acres of hillside prairie and forest above 
Dorena Lake.

We continued the large-scale restoration at 1,100-acre Green 
Island, removing more barriers to the river’s ability to move into its 
floodplain at the confluence of the McKenzie and Willamette Rivers.

We paid off the loan for 278-acre Finn Rock Reach and 
moved forward with habitat restoration, trails, and boat landing 
enhancements, thanks to large and small contributions to the 
McKenzie Homewaters Campaign by more than 400 donors.

We invited thousands of people out to experience the incredible 
places of western Oregon. 

All this is only possible because of the people like you who cared 
enough to give time and money, and invite friends, family and 
neighbors to join us to work on behalf of the places you cherish. 

These successes are your successes! Future generations of 
Oregonians will thank you. And today, we thank you.

When you give to MRT, you impact conservation from the 
Cascade mountains to the Oregon coast. Thank you!
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mariah acton
ashley adelman
tona aguilar
edward alverson
Zack andre
Bryan and pamela andresen
dennis and mary arendt
william ashe
nancy ashley
rudy asman
george and Lisa autry
Jason Balderston
Jaden Bales
tom and patti Barkin
dave Barta
marjorie Batson
Brian Bangs
philip Bayles
christian and carrie Beck
adrienne Beck
tanner Belknap
melanie Bennett
gabriel Bivens
Jacob Blessing
Becca Bornstein
peg Boulay
greta Braziel
terry Brix
Barry Brown
cale Bruckner
Burley design

dana Burwell
ellen cantor
Brent and alexandra cardenas
douglas and Linda carnine
pamela carpenter
Kristi carr
cBt nuggets
Linda cheney
shoshana cohen
matt cone
cassie cook
peter cooper
nick coughlin
chris cousins
chris daughters
tyson davies
darcy davis
marjorie deBuse
anna delgado
Justin demeter
Leslie and grafton dietz
michael divita
Kyle duke 
doug dupriest
andrei dziedzie
Jeff and Lauren eichler
rené ellis
Bryson Fairlamb
aryana Ferguson
Fred Felter
margot Fetz

tiuana Feuerbacher
Leeann Ford
James Fraser
dave and duane Funk
nate Furiate
stephen and elizabeth gabriel
John and marisa gauthier
herb gazeley
gervais salon and day spa
Brad giddens
susan glassow
Barbara and dan gleason
Brandon goodin
paul gordon
steve gordon
gordon grant
stan gregory
pat gripp
debra gwartney
michael halban
david and marshall hamilton
georgia harter
tia hatton
miriam hawkins and Family
doyle hawks
david heberling
allegra and vikki helfenstein
Kelsey helfrich
Ken and sherill helfrich
Bonnie henderson 
caitlin hoffe

courtney holguin
Bev and mike hollander
clay holloway 
Jane holloway
ty holloway 
Katherine holtz
connie huff
Joanne hugi
hilary hunt
sarah and david hunter
paul hustrulid
harper Johnson
Jason Johnson
Keith Johnston
steve and Kathy Keable
Kim Kelly
Brian Keogh 
patrick and Logan Kerr
cary Kerst
carson Kiesewetter
Kaarin Knudson
Kyle Koski
stacy Kraker
Kit Larsen
spencer Latarski
richard Lauer
pete Lavelle
alyssa Lawless
Brittany Lenhart
tom Lively
rebecca Livingston

alex Lockfeld
Barry Lopez
mary maggs
griffin maguire
sandi mann
Bob marquis
Brianna martinez
nick martinez
sarah mazze
macdonald
suzanne mcalister
heidi mcdowell
patricia mcdowell
clara mcFadden
mcKenzie river drone photography
mcKenzie watershed council
matt and avery mcrae
andy and Liz mcwilliams
Brent meister
michael sherman media 
Ben miller
shelly miller
emily miller
carol milliman
garrick mishaga
Jill montgomery
alisha moore 
mountain rose herbs
samantha mundorff
sean nelson
Bruce newhouse
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In 2017, Coyote Spencer Wetlands received 
some extra attention from its first Special 
Lands Steward. “I was astonished to learn of 
the biodiversity of the property,” said volunteer 
Bryan Andresen. “I often take my binoculars or 
camera on my periodic trips. After performing 
the ‘duties’ of the volunteer steward position—
usually picking up trash, fence work, tending to 
bird houses, waving or talking to neighbors—
I make time to simply enjoy the beauty,  
biodiversity, and quiet of being outside.”

A fifth generation Oregonian, Bryan grew 
up swimming and fishing the Willamette and 

Long Tom rivers. “The work of MRT drew me 
to volunteer. I’m very impressed that Coyote 
Spencer Wetlands is an active work in progress. 
The property was not just acquired as a static 
preserve, but as a component of a network 
of land trust properties with specific goals to 
enhance native biodiversity and habitat.”  

You can join bryan and our team of 
conservation enthusiasts as a special  
Lands steward! Training provided. 
More info: Elizabeth at 541-345-2799 x109  
or mckenzieriver.org/volunteer

Volunteer Hero: Bryan Andresen

Thank You Volunteers!
Giving back takes many forms. We appreciate the contributions of each one of our volunteers in 2017! 
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matt nickerson
ninkasi Brewing company
adam Oare
ann hammond Ollman
matt O’neil 
gale Orcutt
Organically grown company
preston Orr
amber patterson
craig patterson
taylor paul
ephraim payne
Kate perle
magnus and rosie persmank
Brad peterson
pete petty
hugh and sue prichard
Jared and Josie pruch
hao Qi
dave Quillin
matt ramsey 
Brian rankin
Julia rask
Jennifer reece
Jim regali
tyler reum
Jeff richards
caitlin richardson
nikos ridge
peter and Kathryn riordan

chris rombough
stacy and James rudisill and 

Family
peter ruffier
will rutherford
Billie ruth rose
Joe rose
nancy rose
steve schaffers
michael sherman
mike shippey
andrew shipman
sarah shmigelsky
Larry and schee six
Kevin and rachel smith
Kyle smith
Louise solliday
Jodi sommers
sulwyn sparks
scott spence
Olivia stark
emily steel
aaron tadei
Jim thomas
devin thompson
sandy and patrick tilcock
dean tilles
tom titus
elijah tome
Lane tompkins
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shiella may troyo
ruth and ernie tsakuda
terry turner
Jay tuttle
trout unlimited 
susanne twight-alexander
sharon ungerleider
university of Oregon Outdoor program
university of Oregon susi exchange 

program
william van vliet
Brandt vance
Jim vandagrift
Lou verdugo
matt vidal
adam wagner
paul wagner
Joseph wainwright
david walp
dean walton
Bob warren
Zane wheeler
Lamar white
max wilbert
Larry wilcox
monty wilson
heather woody
don wouda
charles Zennaché 
Jeff Ziller

we can think of few kinder ways to pay tribute to 
a loved one than with a gift that helps conserve 
the places they love or loved. the following 
people were honored or memorialized through 
mrt members’ gifts in 2017. 

TribuTe GifTs

Gifts in honor of
greg archbald
dennis archer
aaron Bates
steve Brous
Bob Bumstead
Linda carnine
tommy case
Bill cunningham
diane dearborn
Finn deglee
angela evancie and morgan peach
martin garren Jr.
elizabeth goward and erik Johnson
green island
haws enhancement pond
elizabeth halpern
mike and Bev hollander
Jennie howser
dr. tom huhn
Bryan ing
Jason Johnson
hillary Kittleson
eunice Kjaer and charles reinhardt
dean Kortge
Kit Larsen
pete Lavelle
Julia Lerdahl and charles thorley
mcKenzie river trust staff
avery mcrae
holly and matt mcrae
michael mooser
Lauren Ojerio
garth peek
Josie and Jared pruch
don rogers
Lisa renan
richard J schweizer
nancy weissman
mike and Kathy westervelt
charlie Zennaché and Bonnie 

henderson

Gifts in memory of
Fern acton and alice wright
r. woody Bates
Fred Behm
alan Bennett
thumper Bob
milton Brodey
Karen Burwell
duane cargill
marshall dannen
Karen davis
greg dearton
Lloyd and darlene dolby
paul Frisch
Lian graves
Bud gundelach
gino haigler
harrison Bently hall iii
robert alvin hausam
Jim harrang
dave helfrich
roger K. howard
J. henry Jeppeson
gordon Keable and Bob elkinton
Ken Kesey
teresa Killian
darlene Kline-dolby
philip Klingensmith
richard mark
walt matell
michael mcdermet
John r. mulligan
daniel nick
t. O’grady
Jerry patterson
James r pearson
mark perrin
June c. persson
georgeanne porter
puck
andrew reasoner
sheldon rubin
rick and darlene
ripsey
al and renee rohr
Jack turner
tory vinson

Summer stewardship interns work with staff to care 
for land along the Willamette River.

Volunteers from CBT Nuggets, a Silicon Shire business, lend a hand 
on Green Island.

this fund and a similar one at the Long tom watershed council 
were created to support the values of people of faith in the greater 
eugene-springfield area for the stewardship of creation. thank you 
to these thoughtful Faith community Fund donors for supporting 
local organizations with your gifts! For more information visit: 
mckenzieriver.org/faith-community-fund.

faiTh communiTY fund

anonymous
allan gubrud
elizabeth halpern
Benjamin halpern
stacey halpern
Leonard and phyllis hockley

hillary and charles Kittleson
Jennifer Kittleson
Joseph Kittleson
debra mcgee and patricia hine
penny palmer and Jan Becker
dorothy and neff powell

st. mary’s episcopal church
elizabeth and Brian  
   vollmer-Buhl
anne wood
dick and ty Zeller



the mcKenzie homewaters campaign raised $4.6 million to repay the bridge 
loan used to acquire Finn rock reach, restore and care for the land, and create 
a reserve to protect other conservation properties as they become available. 
thank you for your transformational gifts!

$1 million+
Bonneville power administration

$750,000+
eugene water and electric Board

$250,000+
an anonymous Fund of the Oregon  

community Foundation**

$100,000 - $249,999
michael and Kate coughlin
Koons Family Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation
Oregon community Foundation
paul J. and Lory e. utz**

$50,000 - $99,999
anonymous
an anonymous Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation
Barbara cargill
douglas and Linda carnine
david Fryefield and catherine 

Kordesch
mountain rose herbs
ninkasi Brewing company
spark Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation

$20,000 - $49,999
anonymous
dorothy anderson**
chambers Family Foundation
Linda cheney and Fred Felter**
ann and david Fidanque**
hill Fund of the Oregon community 

Foundation
Joanne and Fred hugi**
John and Leslie Knutson
shirley papé
r.w. Family Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation

royal Limited partnership
Kevin and evelyn shanley
Louise solliday**
sharon ungerleider

$10,000 - $19,999
rolf anderson**
tom and patti Barkin
elizabeth and dave Bickford**
anne and terry carter
chinn Family Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation
deBuse Family
shawn and Julie donnille
Bev and mike hollander
donna and tim Laue
Jeffrey and Luanne Lynn and the 

evergreen Family Foundation
Joyce machado and dale carey
andy and elizabeth mcwilliams /

wayfarer resort
doug mitchell and mary wagner
vin and Laurie nitido
gary papé*
gilbert and georgeanne porter and 

Friends
hugh and sue prichard*
redtail Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation
Jim and paula salerno
John and catherine smith
randy turnbow and martha rice
ellen p. tykeson and Ken hiday

$2,500 - $9,999
anonymous
Bryan and pamela andresen*
anita archer
chad Barczak
randall Brous
John and cheri courtnage**
robert J. cummings
rick and chris duncan
david and duane Funk
mary grosh*
allen hancock
susan hanner
dave helfrich Family
Laura and Lyle henderson
steve Johnson and debra george*
Jason Johnson and sulwyn sparks
shane Johnson
Kit and marylyn Larsen**
edward miesen
Ben miller
patricia nick
Jim and connie regali*
rexius
candice rohr

Betty soreng
Leslie and robert stephenson
ronald and deborah stock
the Furthur Foundation
peter and Josephine von hippel
sandra and richard wiese*
casey woodard
charles Zennaché and Bonnie 

henderson
Jeanne Zolezzi

$1,000 - $2,499
anonymous (2)*
susan archbald
ross Bondurant and catherine 

harris
dondeana and Jack Brinkman
cale and Lisa Bruckner
Oren and gaynelle campbell
Brian caughey
mary Lou cavendish
craig cherry
shoshana cohen
william cummings and patricia west
Lee and Kari davidson
doug dupriest and rogena degge**
roy and Jan dwyer
Brandi crawford Ferguson
michael and Lisa Ferney
diana gardener
paul gibson*
Bonnie grossen
James harrang
Jane and tom holloway
patricia hoover
Junko iwao toll**
amanda and eugene Jones
Brenda Kame’enui
sunshine Kesey
gary Ladenes**
georgia Laton and tony Biglan
erika Leaf Family Fund of the 

Oregon community Foundation
david Lively
tom Lively and margaret macdonald
douglas and diane Livermore**
ann and mike magee
stephen and michelle mcKeon
John and Kathleen melton
Lee and mary Jean michels
Janet munson
dan neal
deborah and peter noble
margie paris and sheldon rubin
doug park and elizabeth stormshak
Linda prout
charles Quinn and dana abel**
casey roscoe
Joe and mary rose*

Fred and Joanne sage
sapient
Kathleen and Kevin sherwood
richard and ann skeie
Jodi sommers and Jay Keister
randall and susanne stender
ann and tim straub
merrily and Larry sutton
randy turney and Lynda gingerich
twenty ideas
sharon ungerleider
charlie and cathy ward**
Bob warren and mary maggs
tim and carol whitsel

$250 -$999
anonymous (2)*
mark andrew and robin winfree
christian and carrie Beck
mary ellen Bennett and Keith 

nelson
andrew and Beth Bonamici
troy and marisa Brandt
dana and Kim Burwell
cafe yumm! - mill plain crossing
steve christiansen and margie 

myska
tim and Jean clancey
michael crooke and amy dozier
Laoni and robert davis
do good consulting
patrick and dawn dowd
eugene and Barbara emge
susan and James Finney
carolyn garcia
patricia gustafson
phyllis haddox
doyle and Beverly hawks
ty huling
m. stephen Jones
vern Katz and deb dotters
Liz Lawrence and aaron Brussat
Bruce mason and suzanne pepin
mcKenzie cast-aways
Jody miller and Kip Leonard
pepper and richard miller
darrell murray
renee nelson
terry, donna, and tanner niegel
sue anne novotny and Kirk roberts
chris Orsinger and rebecca smith
pacific Flavor

marcia and richard pollard
Linda rain*
valerie rapp and gene skrine*
roger and Betty robb*
will and marlys rutherford
garrett seabolt
Bonnie and herb severson
snotemp
nathaniel sperry and teresa damron
michael starr and Kathryn cox*
richard and Kareene strom
Jean tate
hope and Joseph vaccher
constance vasek
hans wittig and marilyn mohr
pamela wright and david hausam
Joann Zinniker*

up to $250
anonymous (5)
steven abbott
mariah acton and Jeremy sher
toña aguilar and pablo valentine
richard ahrens
air systems LLc
mary allardt
Lynne anderson
Linda anson
adolph and christie aspegren*
george and Lisa autry
diana avery and collette Kimball
patricia Baker
Lorna Baldwin*
nila Bates
mary and robert Bauer
mike and sheri Bernard
Ken and Linda Bierly
Lisa Blackburn**
tim Blood
Karen Bodner
tom Boggs
douglas Booth and Louise Johnson
Optotraffic LLc
richard Branchik
John and susan Brennan
toni Brown
terri Brown
marty and chuck Bryant
Lynn Buffing
Bob Bumstead and carrie 

matsushita**
amanda and Jd cameron

We couldn’t do it without you!
the mcKenzie river trust thanks everyone who contributed to our success in 2017! together, we’re protecting and 
caring for the lands and rivers that make this place incredible. Thank you for your 2017 donations!
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investors: 
$5,000 - $9,999
Linda cheney and Fred Felter**
Joey curtin
ann and david Fidanque**
mark Frohnmayer
Bev and mike hollander
gerald morsello and elaine 

rees**
paul J. and Lory e. utz**

Protectors:  
$2,500 - $4,999
anonymous
elizabeth and dave Bickford**
robert J. cummings
margot Fetz*
gary Ladenes**
don morrison and Barbara 

Fontaine*
Louise solliday**
Jon and Button watkins

stewards:  
$1,000 - $2,499
anonymous
Jon and terri anderson
rolf anderson**
erica anderson
Bryan and pamela andresen*
tom and patti Barkin
christian and carrie Beck
cale and Lisa Bruckner
Joanne carlson and alexandre 

Lockfeld
douglas and Linda carnine
william and Lynn casto
chinn Family Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation

shoshana cohen
John and cheri courtnage**
doug dupriest and rogena 

degge**
matt and robbin Freedman
mary grosh*
allen hancock
dale and Jennifer hartley
hill Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation**
Karl and Laura hinrichs**
Joanne and Fred hugi**
david and Lauren hulse*
Jon Jaqua
Jason Johnson and sulwyn sparks
Joy Lenora costello trust
steve and Kathy Keable
michael and marilyn Kelley
Joan Kelly
John and Leslie Knutson
Kit and marylyn Larsen**
douglas and diane Livermore**
Jeffrey and Luanne Lynn and 

evergreen Family Foundation
gary marcus
sara and david mason
Jen matthews and sarah medary
Joan mccreery
stephen and michelle mcKeon
rebecca mcvey and dale Fortner
walter and nancy meyer
Ben miller
doug mitchell and mary wagner
darrell murray
mustard seed Fund
shannon and Barbara nill
martin and Joni nill
margie paris and sheldon rubin
gilbert and georgeanne porter
stan and Linda potter*
hugh and sue prichard*

Linda prout
david and Judith Quillin
redtail Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation
Jim and connie regali*
gerald reicher*
Jim and Jessica reichman
roger and Betty robb*
Jim and paula salerno
Kevin and evelyn shanley
Kathleen and Kevin sherwood
John and catherine smith
spark Fund of the Oregon 

community Foundation
Leslie and robert stephenson
isabel stirling
mike and Linna straub
pat straube and the straube Joint 

trust
susan, Jan and Karen suwinski
Frederick swanson and Julia 

Jones**
Keith and shirley tattersall*
randy turnbow and martha rice
randy turney and Lynda 

gingerich
tykeson Family Foundation
peter and Josephine von hippel
charlie and cathy ward**
Bob warren and mary maggs*
carol whipple and meredith 

compton
delano white and maryann 

armbrust
ricky and Karen wilson
Keith and Kathy wolf
charles Zennaché* and Bonnie 

henderson
Jeanne Zolezzi

Living river circle members support the mcKenzie river trust with an 
annual unrestricted donation of $1,000 or more. Our deepest gratitude 
to these leaders!
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LivinG river circLe

*member for 10+ years   **member for 15+ years

stephanie cannon
ellen cantor
pamela carpenter
Blyth and russ carpenter
nick carter*
deb casey and John witte
dottie chase
rodney chauvin
amy chinitz and steve mital
valerie and dan close*
Kyle collins
paula conn
wendy cook
hiett and caron cooper
tony corcoran and Jeannie merrick
Jean cottel
Joan and marvin cypress
Jean davidson
russell and Faith davie
daniel and Leslie dietz
Jane dods
ron eachus
marcy easton and will paradis
Olin edmundson
sakre edson
waltraud eichelmann
Bob emmons and nena Lovinger**
dan and stephanie erdmann
John etter and Karina Lake*
John and clare evancie
James and carol evans
herb everett and nancy Bray
K. robert and sarah ezell
Leeann Ford and ephraim payne
Linda Frohbach
meredith and Joyce gall
steven and nancy gard
robert gatten
nancy golden
alex granzin and susan Jerde
mary grinage
Bob and terri gundelach
steve gunn
sara hammer
Leslie harris and charlie patton
Bob and Linda hart
Kathryn and mark heerema*
John hegg
Jonnie and aaron helfrich
Jim and Betty hemmingsen
margaret and Barry herron
chris and deb hiatt
randall and Kathryn hledik
sandy holder
tim and matthew hooton
diane and david howard
Joellen howard
sarah and david hunter
J michaels Books, Ltd and Jeremy 

nissel
donald Jefferis
david Jensen
Katia Jimenez and vonda welty
art and anita Johnson
gary Johnson
Kathellen Johnson
James and Joanne Johnston
Bob and teri Jones*
dick and cindy Jordan
paul Kaplan
Bill and mary Karp
arthur Kennedy
marcia Kessler
ryan Kilgren
gudrun Klein
christine and peter Koukola

Janis Lariviere
Joshua and Katherine Laughlin
cynthia Leathers
roger Lee
ron and pam Leonard
martha Kay Libbus
Jan Lichenstein
Jantzen Lloyd
diane and Bob Longcore
david Losh and mikel debuse-Losh
Jody Lusby
Kathryn Lynch and eric Jones
marcia maffei and peter eberhardt
Jen maguire and robert pitrey
connie and mike manley
vic and Jenifer mann
Jane and Kameron maxwell
Jim may and Jenny wilson
stephanie, Katharine and suzanne 

mcalister*
sharon mccarroll
Jim mccarthy
carolynn mcintosh and alexander 

walker
John and Liane mcirvin
scott mcneeley
mona meeker
Larry and Lonna meston
meryl miasek
sam and Zola miller
tamara moan
vicki morgan and mike duran
Bev and hank murrow
eric nill and Barbara sloat
Judy nolke
northwest colorworks
robert and cynthia O’Brien
Keli Osborn
ardis Ott
randell page and margo anneke
stan and cathy paine
matt patton and carolyn stein
mary Beth pattyn
marshall and susan peter
Jon petersen and vickie Buck
saul and Betty ploplys
Joy poust
product awareness consulting, LLc
Kamala Quale
phillip and carol raab
Lynne radcliffe
raF wagon LLc
richard ralston and pamela 

hillstrom*
Justin and cary randall
Jacqueline reed
richard and Janet reed**
Jennifer reid
tye rogers
Joan rolfe
nancy rose
melissa roy-hart
Barbara rubin
Barbara rupp and neil minturn
nick and Karen russo
charlotte sahnow and alan eliason
Karen and gary sain
mike and Linda schaefers
richard schweizer
gisella sherrill
Judy shlasko and mehmet Bengisu
Jolene siemsen and Lori howard
cole simmons
James and theresa simons
sue slonina
thelma soderquist

mary sooh**
rita and george sprenkle
alan stevenson
daniel straub
Karen svenson
grace swanson
sylvia sycamore
caryn talbot and tom throop
ted and margie tarkow
gary tepfer and esther  

Jacobsen-tepfer*
Jim terborg

ron and shannon thienes
Janie thomas and Jon Levy
elizabeth and Kelly tower
david ulrich**
Jimi vickers
shirley vinson
patrick wagner and Fay sunada
susan and andrew walcott
marsha welches
david westerfield
James and sarah weston
gabriel wihtol

Lyndell wilken
robert and Jane wilson
Keith wohlberg
eric wold and Brinda  

narayan-wold*
sara woods
Bob and robbie wright
diana young
irene Zelterman
Jean Zwonitzer

Visiting Finn Rock Boat Landing.
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members
$500 - $999
anonymous
dean Boyd and susan wickizer
wendy cattanach
rosalen cline
rebecca dorsey
Joan dunbar and Bill h. starbuck
randy garitty and suzanne congdon*
steve and susie gordon*
Karen green
roger and elizabeth hall*
scott and mary halpert
anthony Kaperick and carol yahner
guru hari Khalsa
charles and reida Kimmel
allan Kimura and Joyce pappel-Kimura
Katherine Klingensmith and douglas 

conover
allan Kluber
Jon and rosiland Lund*
gregory Lusby
adam mangrich
herb merker and marcy hammock
Boyd morgan and natalie Beckett 

morgan**
ellen Otani
helen reed
John reynolds*
garrett seabolt
sandra and richard wiese*
yellow sky, Blue sun Fund of the 

Oregon community Foundation

$250 - $499
anonymous
vic Bellotti
ann Bettman and daniel dingfield
dana and Kim Burwell
sarah case and Bob pelz
deb casey and John witte
mark and elsbeth chapman
sara chieffo and david skillman*
John costello
cheryl crumbley
nichols cutting
regina davis
marjorie deBuse and robert marquis
dana and Jason dedrick
John and donna dillard
diane dugan and doug schaller
sabine and chaz dutoit
Karen Fincken and gregory cook
caroline Forell and richard hildreth
annie Fulkerson and doug Brown
robin and John gage*
carolyn gilman-garrick and paul 

garrick
paul haley and Jaclyn Lichtenstein
Keith hodgin
Junko iwao toll**

connie Jaqua and rich phaigh*
Beth Kreger
Jim and ellen Krueger
Jeff and sally Krueger*
Liz Lawrence and aaron Brussat
Jerome Lidz and melinda grier**
John and Lisa manotti
david and tana mason
Bill and nan may
pat and heather mccarthy
patricia mcdowell and patrick 

Bartlein*
craig and marilyn mcKern**
John and Kathryn merrick
Joe and Kana moll*
michael mooser*
Jeff morey and gail harris
Letty morgan
carolyn mullet
daniel paulson and Linda hesketh
galen and charlene phipps**
sharon and michael posner
stephen pruch
phillip and carol raab
Jim and ginevra ralph
george recker and alice Burke**
dan and Kay robinhold**
rockwood trust
sharon rudnick and arden Olson
Janice rutherford
mary silverthorn
andrew small
andre smith
Lee and sophie sparling
nathaniel sperry and teresa damron
dan white
richard whitted*
charles and donna wical*

$100 - $249
anonymous (10)*
Jules abbott and david greene
Lauren acton and John wright
mariah acton and Jeremy sher
robert adair
Karen akerson
mary allardt
mary allison
Bruce and edith anderson**
Lynne anderson
dennis and mary arendt*
Karen artiaco and Jack hart
Janise augur and roger schaljo
emily aune
Fred and sandra austin*
Lorna Baldwin*
michael Balk
megan and Larry Banks*
richard and charlotte Barnhart*
steve Barron and doris tai
dave Barta and Faith rahill
david Bartel
James Basore and Lola thompson

philip Bayles and edene Fichman
Jerry and catherine Behm
Jane and alec Bentley
Judy and david Berg*
marvin and carol Berkman
marty Beyer
patricia Bitner
Bob and debbie Blanchard
anne Bonine
howard Bonnett and Judith 

horstmann**
merle and robert Bottge*
meredith Brosnan
steve and susan Brous
Lisa Brown
Bruce and susan Brubeck
Josh Bruce and sarah cheesman
Jochanan Bruckner
sharon and page Brumbley
Bob Bumstead and carrie 

matsushita**
allison Burk
susan carkin
Jim and Becky carlson
carol carpenter
anne and terry carter
doug and Jane caven
margaret coe
Bob coiner and christine miles
glen cole*
terry colvin and michelle cahill
nicolette connors
James coons and mary nuwer
david and carla cooper
sue craig
mary Beth and thomas crawford
marilyn cross
gretchen dakin*
peggy dame and Jay Buckley
dian and paul danner
russell and Faith davie
gary davis
Bailey de iongh and Jay williamson
John deeming*
Jeffry and elizabeth dehne
Joyce demonnin
victoria derose
Kirsten diechmann
Jerry and diane diethelm**
Bob doppelt and peggy Bloom*
Karen dunne
Jim and charlene eckman
david eisler and sarah sheffield*
david and stella emery*
Leonard epstein and Bruce dryden
steve and Judy evans
K. robert and sarah ezell
Jody Fairchild
marilyn Farwell and catherine King
sheryl and Jerry Feakes
Brandi crawford Ferguson

rob, eriko, and miwako Fisher
Jesse Fittipaldi
cynthia Fitzgerald and Jim Beyer
Latham and Jane Flanagan
Beatrice Fontana
Leeann Ford and ephraim payne
shirley Froyd*
david and duane Funk
J. eben Futral
rouanna garden
susan gary and alec murphy
tiffany gates
michael gelardi and rose evonuk
James and mary gent*
peter and susan glaser
david goward
stan gregory and Kathryn Boyer
george grier and cynthia pappas**
Bob and terri gundelach
dolores haddad
rosalie hammond and magnus persmark
charles hammonds and ruth Obadal
Brent and monica hample
richard and yumi hand*
Bob and Linda hart
patricia hasbach
patricia hathaway
gail haws
dennis hebert and Larena sullivan
Jeff and Laura helfrich
ted helvoigt
susan homolka
Kermit horn and Bridget smith-horn**
rob horner and polly ashworth*
diane and david howard
tom hoyt
arthur huebner
hilary hunt
Jane ingle
michael ireland and Janice moore
donald Jefferis
gary Johnson
todd and camilla Johnston
arthur and anita Jones
amanda and eugene Jones
samantha Kalita
Bill and mary Karp
thomas Keating and Janet gillman
Kate Kelly
cary Kerst*
nick and Jen Klingensmith
Kaarin Knudson
steven and christine Koester
Karl Konecny
dennis and chelsea Konrady
peter and rebecca Kovach
shirley and rodney LaBrecque
christer LaBrecque
william and shirley mae Laing*
susan Laks
gayle Landt and martin Jones

ronald and anita Larson*
richard and doris Lauer
Larry Lawrence and amy Kotkin
cynthia Leathers
helen Liu and glenn may
John and Bryna Livingston
charles and mary Loeb
Barry Lopez and debra gwartney*
donald and hyde Lown
dennis whitey Lueck
Jennifer Lushenko
Kathy Lynn and Joshua skov
Bill and marsha malak
mel mann and cathy russell
James and Linda matthews
william matthews
Kay and Jack mattison*
sarah mazze and steve Korin
Beverly mazzola and John simoni
sharon mccarroll
Jim mccarthy
Karen and Kevin mcconkey
Keith and mary mcdougal
Barry mcKenzie and terry Brooks
holly, matt and avery mcrae
andy and elizabeth mcwilliams
debra meadow and paul dage
Larry and Lonna meston
tom and allison mickel
Jill and Brian middleton
Jody miller and Kip Leonard
christal miller
sandra miller
John moriarty*
ilse moser
todd mullen
ann and erik muller
Ken and Jacqueline murdoff
Jean murphy
michele neal and Bill ekstrand*
helen and Jonathan neimand*
roy nelson and martha austin*
Joan and alexander Ojerio
Karen Olch
molly and Brad Ono
nate Otto
Jane Overend
Laramie and theodore w palmer
Bob and diane parker**
Kate parker
Jeffrey parker and carrie copeland
Betsy parry and peter Bolander
Ken and pam peake
shirley pearson*
John pegg and deborah carver
Jim and christine pendergrass
Betty perrin
robert and sally petit*
walter petty
nathan and robin philips
greg and mary Jo pitts
sandy poinsett
arthur pope*
ann porterfield
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*member for 10+ years   **member for 15+ years
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albert poston
Floyd and susan prozanski**
mattox purvis and Jaqueline Barbour
rebecca and Brian puskas*
charles Quinn and dana abel**
michael raymer and Kathleen 

Lindlan**
ann and Bill reasoner
michael reidy and Leah adams
Jim rhoten and patricia curtis
ian richardson
theresa ripley and sydney Kim
Lance and sarah robertson
tom robertson and Julie Biddle
helen and gordon rockett**
Jane rodin*
Billie ruth rose
Joanne rowland
Barbara roy
Lois safdie and chuck Bader
margaret and scott savoian
matt sayre
Brenda and steven schick*
emily shack
suzanne and ted shannon**
Leslie shawver
Ken shindledecker and monika rauch
daniel and Bridget shycoff
amy silverberg
mindy simmons
paul and roz slovic
courtland smith and Linda varsell 

smith**
Zane and Betty smith*
michael starr and Kathryn cox*
diane steeck and dennis hollenberg
caryn stoess
richard and Kareene strom
dave and Kelly sutherland
walter and dianne swan
robert taube
Jeffrey and Linda taylor
devin thompson
howard thompson
John and renate tilson
Joan truckenbrod and clyde Kimball
anne and Jack turner
donald vail and sherie snyder
william and susie van vliet
carol and chuck vanlue
stanley and Katherine vejtasa*
tim verkler
Luke walsh
richard and Jean weick*
ray weldon and elise mezger weldon
ethel weltman and pat adams
monte and Kay westerfield*
Kathi wiederhold and Kent howe*
Jim and Bonnie williams
molly wilson and Jay Janin*
eric wold and Brinda narayan-wold*
donald and Jennifer wouda*
Kurt and Joni yeiter*
chuck and shelley yuva
irene Zelterman
ann Zeman
susan Zeni*
mark and stacey Zinniker

up to $100
anonymous (7)
James allen
edward alverson*
nelson and cheryl applegate
sam arnold-Boyd
Barbara aten
george and Lisa autry
gail Baker and clay gautier
Julie Barnas
claire Barnum
william and patricia Baron
marjorie Batson

mary and robert Bauer
richard Baumann
glen Baxendale
andrea Beardsley
tom Beatty
william and gwendolyn Beaty*
tresa Beaver
sophia and christopher Bennett
germaine Bennett
edward Black and geraldine moreno-

Black*
paul Bloch and Jane Krauss
tom Boggs
douglas Booth and Louise Johnson
rich Bowden and melissa ivan
Joan Bradley
tree Bressen
peter Briggs
will Broome
James and Jane Brown*
Barry and Lisa Brown
Jacs Bruscato*
pat Bryan
erik Burke
annie Burke
Jill and Bruce Buschelman
thomas cable
wylda and steve cafferata
Leonard and Janet calvert
donald and Jane capps
Betty capt
elizabeth carr
sandra catallo ttee
carol chadwick
gary and Linda christensen
Jim and melody clarkson
Janet clay
dan and alice claycomb
John coggins
carl cole
Bets cole / Letterlines
Kyle collins
wendy cook
terry and Lynne copperman
tony corcoran and Jeannie merrick
holda and andy crocker
raymond and darlene davis
theodore dearborn
glenda dennis
melda desalvo
susan detroy
daniel and Leslie dietz
carole diller
tom dodd and gay Kramer-dodd
James and dorothy dougher
mark dow
Kathleen dugan and dave peterson
marcy easton and will paradis
denny and Jennifer ellis
cai emmons
patricia esch
dale and virginia evans
Joella ewing and John ewing
nancie peacocke Fadeley*
shira Fadeley
arthur Farley*
Louis Favreau
dana Field
mirah and alex Fodor
robert Foster and carol stern
richard Freund and Jo ann mazzarella
stephen and elizabeth gabriel
John garrett and ruth Kaminski
niall and alison gartlan
denise gaudette and troy slonecker
herb gazeley
paul gibson*
susan glassow and arthur Brix
sander and christine goldberg
Joseph gouveia
elizabeth goward and erik Johnson
gordon grant and Barbara cohen grant

al grapel and victoria harrison
ron and nancy green
elliott and Kathy grey**
margaret hadaway and george Jobanek
gary and Jennifer haliski
Janet hall
susan hanner
Jennifer hansen
william and Brenda haynes
Kathryn and mark heerema*
ryan herlands
ann and mark hinnen
eric holman
Lauri holts
paul hoobyar*
mark horney and sharon reed
phillip hornung
James and carolyn houk*
Jill hubbard and william s. griffiths*
carolyn and Brandon huber
Betsy and James huffsmith
sarah and david hunter
greg hyde and hanalei rozen
debra and einar ingebretsen
sandy itzkowitz
marlene and duane iversen
marie Jackson
margie James
michael James-Long
Kathleen and John Jaworski
Lynda Jessup
Katia Jimenez and vonda welty
elise Kimmons
Jane King
shelley Klappholz
melanie Knapp
John Koenig
Kateri Kosta
Janelle Krinsky
marv and anne Krush
Jon Kubu
glenn Lamb and susan Knight*
Jessica and Benjamin Lambright
steve Langston
chandra Legue
Zenia Liebman
newt Loken
patricia Lomont and robert thompson
Lewis Luchs
sandra and roger Ludeman
eric and Kathie Lundberg
Fraser macdonald
tom maddock
marcia maffei and peter eberhardt
daphne mantis
gordon martin
Jill and Joseph maruschak
carolyn mason and Liz yocom
michael mattick

*member for 10+ years   **member for 15+ years

mary schoenheit
Barbara schomaker
thomas seddon
ron and mary sherriffs*
Jolene siemsen and Lori howard
John and dene sihler*
ruth simon and roger galka
david simone and Karen perkins**
Joan and John skarda
michael and Janice smith
gary and carol smith
andrea smith
peter sorenson and Kim Leval
rene speer
robbin spraitz and richard strunk
mark and Karen stapleton
Jim and nancy stark
nancy steele
patrick stevens
ron and susan sticka
mike stickling
debra stone
Lynne swift
andrea taylor and tom hahn
david thigpen and Kathleen danz
charles thomas
gary and sheila timm*
andrew traisman and Lola Broomberg*
patricia travers and ed Kame’enui
Jennifer tucker
susanne twight-alexander and tom 

alexander
Jim tyser
Bonnie ullmann
ilana umansky
greg vaughn
marilyn and Lawrence von seeger
carol and gary walker
denice ward
richard and susan weeks*
nancy weisel
nancy welcome
carla wenzlaff
mary ellen west**
erik westerholm
michael wherley
nancy whitfield
gabriel wihtol
Jan wilson
robert and Jean wilson
edward winter and Jan nelson
Kate and sarah winter
herb wisner
Keith wohlberg
phyllis wolfe
richard and camille wolken
nancy wood
sara wyant and dennis ary
alan Zelenka and susan smith*

suzanne mcalister and michael palmer
mike and sarah mccann
Kathy and tom mccartney
doug iley mccready
elliot and marina mcintire
John mcmillan
Jackie melvin
pepper and richard miller
Jayne miller
tom mills
rick minor
christine moats
Kathy and tom montgomery
david moon and Joan Kelley
anna moore
Frank and Jeanne moore
alisha moore
ian mooser
anne morrow and roger chope**
ibrahim and Jane muhawi
richard and rosemary mulligan
ed and cindy neff
renee nelson
Bruce newhouse and peg Boulay*
nancy nichols and tom steinberg*
abby and craig Olson
dianne Onstad
Keli Osborn
phyllis pain
stephen pappani
tim patrick and riffle
carrie patterson and dana shedd
Kathy patterson
sarah pedersen
June persson
sarah peters and teal pulsifer
suzanne peterson
Brad peterson and claudia sepp
diane pettey
carol philips
mark and Bonnie phipps
dave predeek*
Linda rain*
Julia and patrick rask
Lin reilly
Fredrick rencher
anami ridge
Jane and ernie rimerman
Leah riordan
clayton and ann robson
Larue rodgers and robert piersol
Linda and tom roe*
don and susan rogers
nancy rose
ann ross and michael glassman
Barbara rubin
stacy and James rudisill
Kathryn rumsey
sabina schievelbein

2017 income: 
$6,873,886

2017 exPenses: 
$5,126,262

Fundraising 7%

administration 3%

public  
Outreach 4%

71%
Land 

Protection

15%
Land 

stewardship

1% Other 

44%
mcKenzie 

homewaters 
captial 

campaign
41%
Land 

Protection & 
stewardship 

Grants

individual 
and Business 
members 5%

investment 
income 7%



members of our confluence Legacy club have 
notified us that they intend to leave a planned 
gift to mrt through their will or estate. with their 
legacy gifts, these supporters will make a lasting 
difference to preserve the lands that cradle our 
rivers and streams. thank you!

businesses               

members of our business supporter Program contribute $500 or more 
annually to the mcKenzie river trust. their investments help make 
western Oregon a wonderful place to live and do business.  
please join us in thanking them!

confLuence LeGacY cLub

solar Ki
symantec
the Bier stein Bottleshop and pub
wild Birds unlimited of eugene
wm. randolph turnbow, attorney at Law
Xs media

supporters: $500 - $999
Bank of america charitable Foundation /  

merrill Lynch
columbia Bank
Full city coffee roasters
ninkasi Brewing company
Organically grown company
sapient
springfield creamery
the tap and growler

up to $500
Buffalo exchange
capella market
cox & schmick
Fisherman’s market
Freudian slip
John Bonzer insurance, inc.
KJ smith associates
mcKenzie river guides association
modern Quilt guild
network for good
progressive investment management
technology association of Oregon
technology international exchange, inc.
veritas technologies LLc
willamette Kayak & canoe club inc.
winterbrook planning

in Kind
Beautiful Oregon / tim giraudier • café yumm
elKay design studio • Full city coffee roasters
lone goose press • Oakshire Brewing
netcorps • ninkasi Brewing company
river trail Outfitters • roger Fletcher
stafford video production • sweet Life patisserie

conservation ambassadors: 
$20,000+
mountain rose herbs

conservation champions: 
$10,000 - $19,999
the caddis Fly angling shop

conservation investors: 
$5,000 - $9,999
café yumm
gervais salon & day spa
hexion
mcKenzie masters

sustaining Partners:  
$2,500 - $4,999
camp creek cellars
eweB
grizzlies Brand
marshall’s heating & air conditioning
mcmenamins north Bank
metropolitan wastewater management 

commission
Oakshire Brewing 
patagonia
so delicious dairy Free
terra tech
wildish sand and gravel

Partners: $1,000 - $2,499
charles schwab Foundation
concentric sky
eugene community yoga celebration 
Forrest paint company
idX Broker 
mcKenzie Flyfishers
mpulse maintenance software
palo alto software inc
rowell Brokaw architects
sheerid, inc.

anonymous
Jules abbott
Beverly and glen aldrich
rolf anderson
Bruce and edith anderson
roger and annie Bailey
Lorna Baldwin
tom and patti Barkin
philip Bayles and edene Fichman
christian and carrie Beck
cale and Lisa Bruckner
Linda cheney and Fred Felter
dana and Jason dedrick
stephen dorsey
Benton elliott
Brandi crawford Ferguson
margot Fetz
Judy and stephen Franzen
Jim goodpasture
robert griffith
richard and yumi hand
Bev and mike hollander
helen hollyer
patricia hoover
Joanne and Fred hugi
steve Johnson and debra george
alan Kastern
ruth Koenig

gary Ladenes
Kit and marylyn Larsen
Joseph and Judith Leahy
sandi mann
Bruce mason and suzanne pepin
raymond and carol maurer
rebecca mcvey and dale Fortner
edward miesen
Ben miller
gerald morsello and elaine rees
margie paris
ann porterfield
david and Judith Quillin
charles Quinn and dana abel
Linda rain
Jim and Jessica reichman
roger and Betty robb
dan and Kay robinhold
suzanne and ted shannon
andre smith
Louise solliday
devin thompson
James and Karen trumper
charlie and cathy ward
Bob warren and mary maggs
delano white and maryann 

armbrust
sandra and richard wiese

if you have already included mrt in your estate plans, 
please let us know. we would love to welcome you to 
the confluence Legacy club.
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Land ProTecTion & conservaTion 
easemenT fund 
anonymous
cerro gordo Land conservancy
helen hollyer

foundaTions and oTher GranTmaKers
Bonneville power administration
ecotrust / national Oceanic and  
 atmospheric administration 
eugene water and electric Board

Land trust alliance / yarg Foundation 
meyer memorial trust
Oregon department of Fish and wildlife 
Oregon watershed enhancement Board
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Burley employees volunteering at Coyote Spencer 
Wetlands.

Living River Circle and Confluence Legacy Club gathering.


